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Usage of e-journals



JSTOR Usage



Usage of e-journals
Age of articles viewed 

(Nicholas, Huntington and Jamali 2008)



Usage of e-journals



Usage of e-journals
Science Direct: Average age of article viewed (days)

 Life 
Sciences  

Chemistry 
 

Earth 
Sciences 
 

Economics 
 

Physics
 

Aberdeen 579 423 732 1,049 629 
Bangor 1,007 871 1,175 1,471 876 
Cambridge 722 967 1,167 1,756 1,099 
Edinburgh 788 1,167 942 1,736 1,045 
Manchester 828 1,213 988 1,746 1,416 
Strathclyde 900 733 812 1,731 952 
Swansea 737 693 748 1,431 1,045 
UCL 507 561 739 1,266 739 
CEH 309 833 355 729 302 
Rothamsted 477 541 525 1,011 448 

 



Usage conclusions?
it’s increasing

usage of older content more prevalent than 
many thought, even in the sciences

20-25% of STM journal usage is of content >5yrs old

significant disciplinary differences

significant institutional differences



Citation studies
measure of usage but also of relevance to the 
research community

usage over time can be measured, and analysed in 
terms of ‘citation half-life’



Generalised citation curve

Source: Mabe and Amin, 2007



Median citation ages

Source: Nicholas, Rowlands, Huntington and Jamali, 2010, based on Cunningham and Bocock , 1995
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Impact of digitisation on citation age?



Impact of digitisation on volume of 
citations?



Impact of digitisation on volume of 
citations?



Citation conclusions?
researchers value older content enough to 
want to cite it

citation half-lives vary by subject

some evidence that availability of backfiles 
reduces citation age

evidence also that availability of backfiles 
increases number of articles cited, and 
sources from which they are cited



Researchers’ attitudes?



print and digital preservation

UK Research Reserve

JSTOR dark stores
the cautionary principle, or researchers’ need for a comfort 
blanket?



Discard hard copy collections?



Discard hard copy collections?



Keep hard copy collections?



Keep hard copy collections somewhere?



Preserve e-journals?



Researchers’ attitudes?
increase in proportion of researchers ‘happy’ to see 
print discarded

but still a minority, and important disciplinary differences

decrease in proportion of researchers who regard 
print preservation and access as ‘crucial’

but >50% still regard preservation somewhere as crucial; and 
dramatic disciplinary differences

almost unanimous agreement on the importance of 
long-term e-journal preservation
unanswered question: how does behaviour shape 
attitudes?
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